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51. INTRODUCTION 
LET M” BE a smooth, compact, oriented n-manifold. One way to define the Pontryagin 
classes pit E H4’(A4;Q), 1 I i I n/4, is this. Choose a Riemannian metric of class 
C2 on A4 and let R be its curvature tensor. Then for each i there is a canonical 
expression in the components of R which is a 4i-form on A4 such that, when 
integrated over rational 4i-cycles, this form operates as Pi’(M). For example, given 
an embedding M” + Rn+k of class C3, one can use the metric on A4 induced from the 
Euclidean metric on Rn+k. 
It is known (see, e.g. Milnor and Stasheff [lo]) that the Pontryagin classes can also 
be defined for piecewise linear manifolds, but their direct construction has long been 
an open problem. Levitt and Rourke [7] have shown that for each i there exists an 
algorithm which, given a triangulation X of A4 and an ordering of the vertices of Z, 
gives a rational 4i-cycle on 3 that represents P;‘(M); but no such algorithms are 
known explicitly. In the case i = 1, Gabrielov et al. have given an algorithm for 
P,‘(M) that depends on a triangulation X of A4 and on further combinatorial data 
which are rather abstruse [4-6]. The present work arose from my attempt to under- 
stand the significance of these further data, in case A4 is given as a submanifold of 
R”+‘. By adulterating the algorithm with some extrinsic geometry I hope to have 
simplified it. The main result (Theorem 2, 95) is the following. 
Let M” C IWn+k, k 1 n, be a closed, compact, oriented submanifold of class C’. I 
shall give a combinatorial construction for P,(M), the first Pontryagin class of the 
normal bundle of M in R”+k. (P,(M) = -PIT(M) in H’(M;Q).) The r61e of the 
Euclidean metric in the smooth case is now played by a semi-derived triangulation D 
of Rn+lr which is in general position with respect to M in a strong sense (see 83). In 
particular the intersections of M with the simplexes s E D form the cells of a cell 
complex h on M. When s is of codimension 4, pick x E M near M fl S; then a detailed 
examination of the way in which T,M meets various faces of s allows one to assign a 
coefficient, 0 or + l/96, to the cells M n s of h (this coefficient does not depend on the 
choice of x). Thus one has an (n - 4)-chain of U-; it is in fact a cycle and represents the 
Poincari dual of P,(M). Moreover, though the construction of D depends subtly on 
the extrinsic geometry of M, once D has been chosen there is a finite algorithm for the 
(n -cl)-cycle which depends only crudely on the geometry of M (see 05). 
When M is smooth (of class C3) one can understand the differential-geometric 
construction of Pi’(M) by saying that a Riemannian metric on M determines (for k 
large) a Gauss map -y’:M + GF’, the Grassmannian of oriented n-planes in Rn+k. 
(When M is a submanifold of R”+k, rT(x) = T,M.) Then PiT(M) is the pull-back by yT 
of a universal Pontryagin class Pi E IYI~‘(G:+~; 0). The construction in this paper 
proceeds similarly. Let Id be the cell complex on M dual to L. Then the embedding 
M C fX”+k and the triangulation D determine a “combinatorial map” y: H + GZ+k. This 
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means (roughly) that to each cell u E M is assigned a closed set y(v) c G;+k in such a 
way that incidence relations are preserved. Whenever dim o 5 4, r(a) is contractible; 
hence y determines a unique homotopy class of continuous maps y - :H4+ GZck on 
the 4-skeleton of W. Let yN:M+ G;+’ classify the normal bundle of M; yN(x) = 
(T,M)*, the orthogonal complement of TJ4. Then yN F i-U4 is homotopic to y. Thus, at 
least on H4, y deserves to be called the combinatorial Gauss map of M. Now there is a 
standard cocycle P on G;+k representing the universal class P, (see Chern [2]). Hence 
pH = y*P is a 4-cochain on W representing Pi(M). Theorem 2 gives the formula for PH. 
Its proof, outlined in 95, follows MacPherson’s interpretation [8] of the work of 
Gabrielov, Gelfand and Losik. He shows that from the data they require about M one 
can construct a complex HY and a combinatorial map H*+ G;+k which yields a 
4-cochain on H’ representing P,‘(M). The second part of $5 shows that a simple 
geometric construction performed upon H gives a choice of W’ and the other abstract 
combinatorial data required as input by Gabrielov, Gelfand and Losik ([4-61; see also 
the expcsition of their work in [12]) and by MacPherson. 
Section 2 contains material on Grassmannians and certain special Schubert cycles 
in them. These cycles are subdivided into decompositions from which the y(cr) will be 
drawn. In 43 I construct D and define the strong general position that D and M must 
satisfy. It is achieved using methods of Whitney [ 111; but the proof is technical and I 
have relegated it to the appendix. L and H are also constructed in 03. The com- 
binatorial Gauss map y is constructed in 84 and its properties demonstrated (Theorem 1). 
General conventions 
I shall not distinguish between an m-dimensional vector-space R” and its underly- 
ing affine space. Thus if x, x’ E Rm, x-x’ is a vector representing the directed 
segment from x’ to x, and Ix -x’] is the distance from x to x’. 
If t C R” is a simplex with vertices po, . . . ,pq, then I shall write t = (po, . . . ,p,). 
The centroid of t will be denoted i 
If X, Y C Pm, then X*Y denotes their convex hull: the smallest convex set which 
contains X and Y. If I, t’E C are simplexes of a simplicial complex in R”, then the 
notation will imply that t*t’ E C. 
[X] will denote the affine span of X: the smallest affine subspace of R” that 
contains X. If P i’s an affine subspace of R”, then L(P) will denote its parallel 
translate through the origin. For example if t is a q-simplex then L[t] is the 
q-dimensional linear subspace of R” such that t is parallel to L[t]. 
If P is an oriented subspace of R”, then -P will denote P with the reverse 
orientation. If P and Q are oriented sub-spaces, then P ,Q will mean that they are 
equal and have the same orientation. If P and Q are linearly independent, oriented 
subspaces, then P@Q will be oriented as usual (by a positively ordered basis for P 
followed by one for Q). If P is a linear subspace, then P* will denote its orthogonal 
complement. If P and R” are oriented, then P* will be oriented so that P@P* qlw”. 
32. PSEUDO-COMPLEXES IN GRASSMANN MANIFOLDS 
Let R” have a fixed orientation. Let Qq and R’ be oriented subspaces of R” of 
complementary dimension, so 4 + 1 = m. Their transoersality number S(Q;R) is 
defined by: 
(i) 6(Q;R) = 0 if Q and R are not transverse; 
(ii) otherwise 6(Q;R) is that number, ? 1, such that Q@R $S(Q;R)Wm. 
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Gpm denotes the Grassmannian of oriented p-planes (through the origin) in R”. Let 
Q c R be subspaces of iW”’ with 
q=dimQIp5I=dimR, 
and define G,,“(Q;R) = {P E G,” such that Q C P C R}. 
Given orientations of Q and R, there is a canonical homeomorphism f: G,,“(Q’R) = 
Gb:‘& Namely, orient a complementary subspace I%‘-” to Q in R so that Q@IW’-9 ?R; 
then f(P) is uniquely determined in [WI-q by the rule Q@f(P> 7:. Thus G,“(Q;R) is a 
Schubert cycle. I shall call such cycles special Schubert cycles: they will be the only 
Schubert cycles used in this paper. 
A basis et, . . . ,e, of R” is adapted to a (finite) family of subspaces if each 
subspace has a basis drawn from {e,, . . . ,e,,,}, Let e,, . . . ,e,,, be adapted to Q and R of 
the last paragraph; say {ei, i E J} and {ei, i E K} are bases for Q and R respectively. In 
this case Q will be denoted Iw,, R denoted aB K, and G,“(IW, $3~) will be abbreviated to 
G,“(J:K)or to G,“(J(q);K(f)). A subset Ic{l,. . . , m} with cardinal number I = 4 will 
be called a q-subset (“of (1,. . . , m}” being understood). I* or I*(m) will denote the 
complementary set { 1, . . . , m} - I. 
Given a basis of Iw”, an orientation system E is a choice of orientation (iw, E), of 
each subspace W, such that 0 < (II < m (recall that IX” already has a fixed orientation). 
The orientation system e* complementary to E is defined so that for every I as above, 
(Iw, E)~&#%, E*), y;Iw”. If E and E’ are orientation systems, then for each I as above, 
let (e, E’), be that number, -+ 1, such that (Iw, E), T(E, l ‘),(BB, 0,. Given an ordered 
basis er, . . . ,e, of iw”, the standard orientation system E,, is defined thus: if I = 
ii,,. . . ,i,} with i, < iz < . . . < i,, then (W, es,), is the orientation given by the ordered 
basis ei,, . . . ,ei,; this will be called the standard orientation of WI. 
Let an orientation system E be given. For each p-subset I, the I th reduced Plticker 
function eI:Gpm +{ - 1, 0, 1) is defined by 
dP) = S(P,(W, E*),*). 
Note that for each P, et(P) # 0 for some I. 
Remark. The relation between e,(P) and the Ith Plucker coordinate PI(P) of P 
with respect to or is that et(P) = O@PIt(P) = 0, and otherwise l r(P) = 
(6 l ,,),PI~(P)IJPI,(P)I. 
With E fixed, suppose given a function c:{p-subsets}+{ - l,O, 1). Let 9 = $(_E) = 
{P E G,” such that q(P) = g(Z) for all I}. Let y = -y(g) be the closure of y, and let 
Tpm = {y(c) for all _E} (many y(c) are empty). Ppm is called a pseudo-complex on Gpm. 
y(_~‘) is a pseudo-face of y(c) if, for each 1, c’(I) = ~(1) or 0. A pseudo-cell is a 
compact manifold with boundary whose interior is an open cell; such a manifold is 
contractible. Proposition 2.5 will show that when p I 2 or p 2 m - 2, in particular 
whenever m % 5, then Ipm is actually a complex consisting of pseudo-cells. For m > 5 
this is not always true of Ipm; here is the primary obstacle to devising combinatorial 
formulae for higher Pontryagin classes. 
LEMMA 2.1. Tpm does not depend on the orientation system l . To construct Tpm one 
need not start with a basis .of ~8~ but only a set of m linearly independent l- 
dimensional subspaces iw,‘, . . . A,,,‘. Any choice of basis el, . . . ,e,,, such that ei E Iw;’ 
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will yield the same Tpm. 
I omit the proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. Every special Schubert cycle Gpm(3;K) is covered by a sub-pseudo- 
complex Tr”(J;K) C I’rm. Say el, . . . ,e,,, is a basis of R” used to construct Tpm and that 
J = {i,, . . . ,i,}, K = {i,, . . . ,i,}. Let I’;--“, be constructed on Iwleq = R&X, using the basis 
im(ei,) for j=q+l,...,. 1 Then there is a natural isomorphism T,,“(J;K) = Tb-_‘9. In 
particular, Tpm(J; K) depends only on the (q + lkplanes R,ue,i for j = q + 1,. . . , I. 
Proof. The first assertion holds because P c R&%t(P) = 0 whenever I* C K, and 
P 2 R,es(P) = 0 whenever I* fl Jf 0. To prove the second assertion, I may assume 
by Lemma 2.1 that J = (1,. . . ,q}, K = (1,. . . ,I} and that the orientation systems on R” 
and R’-q used to construct Ipm and If;-‘, respectively are both standard. Then the 
diffeomorphism f:G,“(J;K) = GL:\ is natural in Q; that is, l s1 ,(P) = E,, 1_J(fP) 
whenever I is a p-subset of K that contains J. Hence f induces an isomorphism 
Tpm(J;K) = Tk::. The final assertion of the lemma now follows from Lemma 2.1. 
In the proof of Proposition 2.5 I need a model of GPm which is the transpose of the 
usual one. Let Epm be the bundle of p-frames in R”, so there is an m-universal bundle 
a:Epm +Gpm with fibre Cl+@). Let el, . . . , e,,, and e;, . . . , e6 be fixed bases of R, and 
W. Then EPm may be regarded as {injective linear transformations T:W +R”}. Here 
Gl+(p) acts previous to T. Taking transposes, Epm may be identified with {surjective 
linear transformations T*:R” -*RP}; and GI+(p) acts subsequent to T* by the 
transpose action. Now T* corresponds to a set of m vectors (v,, . . . ,v,) in RP which 
span Rp. Hence EPm can be thought of as {m-tuples of vectors in Rp which span RP}, 
with Gl+(p) acting on Rp on the right by the transpose action. Gpm may therefore be 
identified with the quotient space. The equivalence class of (v,, . . . ,v,) will be 
denoted (v,, . . . ,v,,,). The Schubert cycle G,“(J;K) can be represented by the set of 
(VI, * * . ,v,,,) such that vi = e: for i E J, vi = 0 for iE K and Vi = 2 aiie; for i E K -J. jbZJ 
The diffeomorphism f: G,“(J(q);K(I)) = Gf;_P, carries fvr, . . . , v,,,l into i(v:,, . . . , v:,_J, 
where ii ranges over K - .l and vii is the image of v5 in RP/RJ = Rpmq. 
Let an orientation sytem E be given on Rm. For each p-subset I, choose an 
ordering of I such that the ordered basis {ei, i E I} gives the orientation (R, E)I. Define 
4(v,, * . . ,v,,,) to be 1, - 1 or 0 according as the ordered p-frame (Vi, i E I) spans Rp 
with its given orientation, the opposite orientation, or fails to span RP. The functions 4 
are GZ+(p)-invariant and so define functions on Gpm; under the correspondence just 
described these functions are simply the l r. To say Ed = 0 (where (v) = (VI,. . . ,v,)) 
is to say there is a linear relation among { ai, i E I}. Let y E Tpm ; then 9 is a component 
of the set of configurations (v) satisfying a prescribed set of linear relations; 
configurations in 3 can be moved into one another without gaining or losing any linear 
relations. 
There is a natural atlas {U,, for [I( = p, S = 2 1) defined by U1.6 = {Iv) such that 
E,(V) = 6). There is a unique section of 7r 1 CJ,, such that the ordered p-frame (Vi, 
iEI) is e;,... ,e; at each point. Thus U,., is parametrized by the other (m -p) 
vectors, which may move freely in RP. Similarly for U,_,. 
LEMMA 2.3. Given an orthonormai basis el, . . . ,e,,, of R” and an orientation system 
e. Then for any P E G,“, rF*(P*) = (- l)p(m-p)q(P). 
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Proof. It is easily checked that l 7*(P*) = we,(P) = 0. Now {P such that E#) = 
l)= fJ,., under the correspondence described above, and so is diffeomorphic to 
BB~‘~-J’). Since e,(P) is continuous on UI.1, being (E, l ,,)lPr,(P)/lPr,(P)l, e,(P) is 
constant on U,.,. Similarly ET&P*) is constant and non-zero. So l ~#*)l+(P) has 
constant value t I in U,.,. When P = Iw, the lemma holds. Hence it holds whenever 
E,(P) = I. A similar argument applies when E,(P) = - I. 
LEMMA 2.4. There is a natural isomorphism rpm = rE_,. 
Proof. By applying a linear isomorphism to R”, I may assume Tpm is constructed 
using an orthonormal basis el, . . . ,e,. Applying another linear isomorphism, I may 
assume I:_p is constructed using the same basis. Say rpm is constructed using the 
orientation system E. By Lemma 2.1 I may construct K-, using l *. The natural 
diff eomorphism f: G,” = G& is defined by f(P) = P*. The lemma now follows from 
Lemma 2.3 and the definitions of rpm and K,. 
The use of the combinatorial Gauss map in finding combinatorial formulae for 
Pontryagin classes hinges on the extent to which rpm resembles a cell complex. For 
p = 0 or m, rpm is a point. For p = 1 or m = 1, Fpm is a simplicial complex, in fact the 
complex obtained by dissecting S”-’ by the coordinate planes in R”. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For every y E Tzm (or in IX_& 
(1) p is an open cell; 
(2) y is a manifold with boundary: 
(3) bdy y = U {y' such that y’ is a pseudo-face of y}, 
Proof. (I)-(3) will be proved separately after some definitions, remarks and 
preliminary work. But let us first observe that by Lemma 2.4 it is enough to consider 
the case y E r?m. 
I have defined y to be a pseudo-cell if (1) and (2) hold. When (3) holds, such y’ will 
be called faces of y (rather than pseudo-faces). When (l)-(3) hold, F will be called a 
pseudo-cell complex (rather than a pseudo-complex). 
Remarks. (I) MacPherson has conjectured that Tzm is in fact a regular cell 
complex. He has pointed out that (3) fails in lY3’, which is not a CW-complex, nor 
even a stratified set. There is still, however, hope that the Gauss map can be used to 
find combinatorial Pontryagin classes. For the Gauss map uses only y’s which are 
top-dimensional in various I,,*(] ;K), and what one requires of such y’s is that a 
combinatorial map of a cell into such a y and its pseudo-faces determines a unique 
homotopy class of continuous maps. (2) There is a well-known CW-structure on GPm 
(for any m and p) due to Ehresmann (see Milnor and Stasheff [lo]), defined using an 
ordered basis of R”. The members of Tpm are the intersections of cells of all 
Ehresmann complexes that can be formed using different orderings of the same basis. 
(3) For p I 2 or 2 m - 2, rpm is a special case of a stratified configuration space as 
used in Gabrielov et al. [5]. 
For any 2-subset I and any S = -c 1, set F ,,6 = {y(c) such that ~(1) = 6). Then 
U,, = u {f for y E Irs}. To simplify notation I assume I = {I, 2}, that RI has the 
standard orientation, and that 6 = I. Recall that Ulz,, may be identified with the set of 
(v I.. . . c,) in I?’ such that v, = e,, v? = e?. Given such a configuration, I define an 
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indexed partition 
write U; = (Eiri, 0,) 
8’ ,..*, 8’ be the 
l-l of {I,. . . ,m} as foliows. Let 2 = {i such that Ui = 0). For i@Z, 
in modified polar coordinates, so that l i = t 1 and 0 5 0, < r. Let 
distinct values of Bi in increasing order. So 8’ = 0, and since 
u2 = (I, 7r/2), there is some j(2) such that @‘*’ = 42. Set Y:’ = {i such that ui = (eri, 8’)). 
Then lI is the partition 2 U U i.tYj. 
From lT can be inferred all the ~~(2)). Conversely, knowing all the E,(U) one can 
infer II, because: 
(i) Vi = WEli(U) = Eri(V) = 0, since uI and vI are linearly independent; so 2 is 
determined. 
(ii) Set Y’ = YI’ U Yi_r. Then Vi and Vi* belong to the same Yj(Jri# 0, vi’ # 0 and 
l ip(V) = 0. Thus the sets Yj are known. 
(iii) Vi is in some Y,’ (respectively, Y’_,) with j > Ieu,, Vi is a positively (respec- 
tively, negatively) oriented basis of R2. And Vi is in Y,’ (Y!,)ee,i(U) = 0 and l iz(U) = 1 
(- 1, respectively). Hence, once the set Yj is known, its division into Y,j and YI, is 
also known. 
(iv) To determine the order of the Yj’s, say Ui E Y,‘, ri,E Y$. Then j < 
j'~EtZ'Eijf(U)= 1. 
Hence lI depends only on the pseudo-cell y E r Iz.l such that (v) E f; so II will be 
labelled lI( y). 
Let y’ E rut have lI(y’) = 2’ U U h,cY:h. Then y’ is a pseudo-face of 7e.Z’ 3 2 and 
for each h, Y:” U 2’ is a union of 2 and consecutive Y,“s, E being the same in all these 
terms. 
Proof of Proposition 231). Given (u) = (II,, . . . ,u,,,), y and II(r) as above, set 
8 r+l = T, and define ti = (@+I - @)Z$ ri for j = 1, . . . , r. Then P is determined by the 
numbers ri, i E Z* and t/v j# j(2) - 1, subject to the conditions: 
(9 ri >O, tj >O; 
(ii) 
(iii) 
i(2)-1 
Here (ii) expresses the fact that T: (@+I - ej) = ejt2) = 42, and (iii) that $. (@‘I - 0)) = 
8 r+l = T. The points of 3 correspond homeomorphically to the set of all such parameter 
values. These values describe an open set in R1z*l+l, and it is not hard to check that the 
open set is in fact convex. (The proof reduces to the observation that if a, b, c, d > 0, 
then as t goes from 0 to 1, (ta + (1 - t)b)/(tc + (I - t)d) goes monotonely from b/d to 
a/c.) It follows that 9 is an open cell, which proves (1). 
Proof of Proposition 2.32). The topological closure cl12.,+ of 9 in VI,,, consists 
of $ and certain limiting position of P. At such a limiting position two types of 
degeneracy can occur: 
(a) some tri may become 0; 
(b) some consecutive 8”s may become equal. 
One must also allow for the fact 
(c) when tli becomes 0 for all i E Yj, then 8’ becomes indeterminate. 
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These degeneracies are duplicated in the parameter space. (a) and (b) correspond 
to allowing ri = 0 and tj = 0 respectively: and (c) corresponds to the fact that as rj +O 
for all i E Y’, then tj +O too. Hence cfiz,i+ is parameterized by the set of ri, fi as before, 
satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) but with weak inequalities instead of strict ones. This describes 
a closed (but not bounded), convex set in R IZ*t+r. Hence cllZ ,+ is a manifold with 
boundary. The same is true for each Clii’,G+* Hence y is locally, and therefore globally, a 
manifold with boundary. This proves (2). 
Proof of Proposition 2.X3). The topological boundary bdy12,1Y of y in UIZ,, is the 
set of points at which degeneracies of types (a), (b) or (c) occur. At any such pomt 
these degeneracies can be described as changes in II(y), which changes to II for 
some pseudo-face y’ of y. Hence bdy,& C U {f’ such that y’ E r,*,, and y’ is a 
pseudo-face of y}. Conversely, given such a y’ and (u’) = (v;, . . . ,uh) E f’, one can 
find lul E q, arbitrarily close to Lu’l. Say II = 2’ U U h,rYJh, with 2’ U Y’h = 
Z U U $i;‘)-’ Yi. Choose angles Ojch) < . . . < Vh+‘)- close to Vh (determined by fu’1). 
For i E Z, U; must be 0. For i E Z’ - Z, i E some Yj; pick Vi = (eri, 0’) with ri small but 
positive. For i E Yih, say vi= (ET:, 19’~). Then i E some Y,’ with j(h)s j < j(h + 1); 
pick vi = (ET:, @). Set (u) = (u,, . . . ,u,). Then (u) is close to (u’), and (v)E + provided 
@‘h+‘)-’ < @(h+‘) always, which does occur if (u) is close enough to (~‘1. It follows that 
bdy12,, + = U (9’ such that y’ E I i2., and y’ is a pseudo-face of y}. Similarly for each 
bdyii,,,+. Hence bdy 9 = U {y’ pseudo-face of y}, which proves (3). This completes the 
proof of Proposition 2.5. 
It seems in general difficult to tell, given g :(P-subsets of { 1, . . . ,m}}+ { - 1, 0, l}, 
whether the corresponding $(_E) is non-empty. The goal of the rest of this section is 
Lemma 2.8, which asserts that a y(c) selected in a certain way is non-empty. 
LEMMA 2.6 Let GPm(W,4; WK’) C GPm be a Schubert cycle. Let constraints c”(l), not 
all zero, be assigned for every I such that J C I C K and III= p. If there exists P E Gpm 
such that e,(P) = _~“(l) for all such I, then there also exists P” E Gpm(J;K) satisfying 
these constraints. 
Proof. I may assume that the basis el, . . .,e, of W” is orthonormal and that 
J = {I,. . . 941, K = (1,. . . ,I}. Also I may replace E by es, and c” by (E, E,~ )E”, so let US 
assume E is standard. Let 7~ be orthogonal projection 7~:jW”’ -+RK, and let [WK have the 
standard orientation system. For every I G K, ~([w,*,,,,,) = Iw,*(,,. Thus P is transverse 
to ~1*(m) only if P’ = ITP is transverse to FpI*(l,. For some I, by hypothesis, P is 
transverse to RI*,m,. Hence dim P’ = dim P, sd T:P + P’ is an isomorphism. Since 
orientations are standard, q(P’) = E,(P) for all I C K. 
So I may assume that I = m. To require P” to contain IX, is to require P”* to be 
contained in I%,*. By Lemma 2.3, &f&P*) = (-l)P(m-P)~l(P) for I > J; these numbers 
are therefore not all zero. By the first part of the proof the projection P”* of P * into IX, * 
satisfies l T*(P”*) = l T*(P*)for all I* C J*. Let P”be (P”*)* with orientation changed by 
(-1) . p(m-p) Then P 3 R., and by Lemma 2.3 again, q(P”) = E!(P) for all I > J. This proves 
the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7. Given a basis el,. . . ,e, of R”, an orientation system E and a junction 
c:(p-subsets}+ { - 1, 0, 1). If there exists P E Gprn such that q(P) = :(I) for all I, then 
there exists P”E G”,-, such that ET&P”) = ( - 1) p(m-p’e(I) for all I*. Moreover each such _ 
P” is transuerse to any such P, and P@P” always gives R” the correct orientation. 
Proof. Let L:R” +Rm be an orientation-preserving linear isomorphism such that 
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Lel, . . . ,Le,,, are orthonormal. Given P such that E,(P) = c(Z) for all I, let P” be such that 
LP” = (LP)*. Using Lemma 2.3 it is not hard to show that P” satisfies the requirements of 
the first assertion. 
In proving the second assertion I may assume that E = E,~. Let Z = {il.. . . .ip} with 
iI<... < ip, and let Z* = {&+I, . . . ,i,,,} with ip+, < . . . < i,. Let 6(Z, Z*) be the sign of the 
permutation (j+ii, j = 1,. . , ,m). Then (R, E*)I+ = 6(Z,Z*)(R, E,,)[*. 
Now let P, P” satisfy eT*(P”) = Q(P) for all I. Let !I,. . . ,fp and fp+l,. . . ,f,,, be 
correctly oriented bases of P and P”, and say fi = $, alp+, i = I, . . . ,m. For Z = {i,, . . . ,i,} 
let detr be the determinant of the p X p submatrix of (aii) given by rows i = 1,. . . ,p and 
columns j = i,, . . . ,i,; similarly if Z* = {ip+,, . . . ,i,,,}, let detr, be the determinant for 
i=p+l,...,m and j = ip+lr . . . ,i,. Then e,(P) = detJ]detr( and l T*(P”) = 
(- I)p’m-p’S(Z, Z*) det,*/( detr*]. Since e?*(P)‘) = (- l)P’“-P)~~(P), 6(Z, I*) detrdet,* 2 0. 
For some Z, Q(P) # 0, and hence c = 
F 
S(Z, I*) detl detr* >O. In the Grassmann 
/I =P 
algebra, f, A . . . A f, A f,,+l. . . A f,,, = 
F JI =P 
detr detr*ei, A . . . A ei, A ei,,, A . . . A ei, 
= F II =P 6(z, f*) det, det,,e, A . . . A e,,, 
= ccl A . . . A em. 
Thus POP ’ = R” with positive orientation. This proves the lemma. 
The final lemma of this section will be applied in 34 in constructing the com- 
binatorial Gauss map y:H + GS”, where l-l is a cell complex on M c Vt. To a cell 
u E H will be assigned a pair of simplexes to q < t, with q = dim to5 k 5 I = dim t,. We 
then have the special Schubert cycle G(a) = G;+‘(L[tO];L[t,]). Let P~+~, . . . ,pI be the 
vertices of link (to, tr). By Lemma 2.2 the (q + I)-planes L[to*pi], i = q + 1,. . . ,I, 
determine a pseudo-complex I’(o) = I’;“(L[toJ;L[t,]) on G(a). Now r(a) will be a 
top-dimensional member of T(o), such that every P E P(a) is a candidate for the fibre 
of the normal bundle of M along CT; that is, for every x E a, T,M@P ?R”+‘. Lemma 
2.8 shows how to pick r(a), and will be used to show that r(a) is independent of the 
choice of x. Suppose there is a continuous map y - :M+GE+’ such that whenever 
x E int u, then y - (x) E $(a). Then y - classifies the normal bundle of M. Hence it is 
reasonable to call y a “combinatorial Gauss map”. Now G(a) is of type Gpm with 
m I dim (a) + 1. So for dim CT I 4, T(o) is a pseudo-cell complex by Proposition 2.5. 
Hence there are no obstructions to the existence of y- on the 4-skeleton of l-l. When 
dim u > 4, however, the members of T(u) need no longer be pseudo-cells, and it is not 
known whether y- can be constructed on such u. As was mentioned above, this is 
the main reason why a combinatorial formula has been found only for the first 
Pontryagin class. 
LEMMA 2.8. With to, t, and P~+~, . . . ,pI as above, let T” C I’%“+’ be an oriented 
n-plane which is transverse to every k-plane spanned by {L[to*pi]}. Let et,. . . ,enck be a 
basis for Rafk such that el, . . . ,e, is a basis for Llto], el, . . . ,q a basis for Lit,] and 
et,. . . , e,, ei a basis for L[to*pi], i = q + 1,. . . ,I. Let l be an orientation system for 
Wk. Set 3 = {P E G;“(L[to];L[tl]) such that cl*,(P) = (- lYker(T) whenever Z* is a 
k-subset with {I,. . , .q}E Z* C (1,. . . ,I}}. Then the corresponding y E r;+r, (L[to];L[t& 
is top-dimensional, and TOP :,(W”+’ for every P E j? Moreover as T varies con- 
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tinuously through n-planes of the sort described above, it always determines the 
same y. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.7 there exists P”’ such that ET&“‘) = (- l)nkq(T) for all I. 
When )I) = k and (1,. . . ,q}C Z*C{l,. . . ,I}, e,(T) # 0 by hypothesis, By Lemma 2.6 
there exists P* E G;‘k(L[t,]; L[t,]) such that ET&P*) = e?*(F) whenever {I,. . . ,q} C 
z*c{l,... ,I}. These constraints determine a y E r;‘k(,!Jto];l[t,]) such that P E +. 
Since the constraints are all of the form E* ,* = -C 1, 9 is open in G;+k(L[t,];L[t,]); 
hence y is top-dimensional. Lemma 2.7 shows that for every P E +, TOP T:Iw”+~. 
Since q(T) is constant as T varies, for each Z such that {I,. . . ,q} C I* C{l, . . . ,I}, it 
follows that y is constant. 
53. THECONSTRUCTIONOFH 
Let s be a simplex, and x a point of s. Let t be the face of s such that x E int t. 
Let 5 be the complex consisting of s and its faces, and let at be the boundary complex 
of t. Define S’ to be the complex x,dt, link (t, s). S’ is a subdivision of 5, called the 
result of starring s at x. Given a simplicial complex C and a point x of the underlying 
topological space /Cl, the result of starring Q: at x is the subdivision obtained by 
starring at x every s E rC such that x E s. 
The subdivision k(s) of a simplex s is defined by starring, in order of decreasing 
dimension, at all barycentres t^ of faces t < s such that dim t > k. Thus ‘(s) = s if 
dim s 5 k, and O(s) is the first-derived (s)’ of s. If C is a simplicial complex, then its 
subdivision “(C) is defined by subdividing each s E C to k(s). 
Let C be a triangulation of Rn+k and let D be a subdivision of C. Then D is 
combinatorially equivalent to k(C) if there is a simplicial isomorphism D = ‘(C) which 
is the identity on vertices of C. So the vertices of D are those of Q: and also points 
fE in1 t for every t E C such that dim t > k. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let M” be a closed, compact C’ submanifold of BB”+k. Then there 
exist triangulations Q: and D of t%“+k such that: (I) D is a subdivision of C, 
combinatorially equivalent to ‘(C). Further, whenever s EC or D and x E 
M fl star(s, C), then: (2) T,M is transverse to [s]; (3) M is transverse to s, and M fl s is 
a smooth cell (or empty); (4) M fl s# WT,M tl sf 0, and in this case, the com- 
binatorial structure of {M n s’ for s’ < s} is isomorphic to the convex linear cell 
complex {T,M n s’for s’ < s}. Finally: (5) K = {M n s for s EC} and h = {M n s for 
s ED} are C’ cell complexes on M, and h is a subdivision of K. 
The proof is given in the appendix. It is a straightforward generalization of 
Whitney’s proof of the triangulation theorem for C’ submanifolds of Euclidean space 
[ 11, Chap. IV, Theorem 12A]. No doubt the arguments of Thurston [13, 451 could be 
used instead. 
l-l is defined to be the cell complex dual to h. 
Remark 3.2. H can be regarded as a cell complex on M whose cells are piecewise 
C’, as follows. Let L’ be a first-derived subdivision of L, with a vertex ? E int T for 
every P E L; L’ is a C’ triangulation of M. Then the cell u = T* E l-l dual to T is defined 
bya= U {(f,,,,... , f,) E L' such that r < r1 < . . . < 7,). Observe that if r = M fl s with 
s E ID, then T* C star (T, L) = M n star (s, C). 
Remark 3.3. H can also be regarded, not as a complex on M, but as a subcomplex 
of D*, the dual (in R”+‘) to D. In this interpretation, l-l consists of piecewise linear 
cells in R”+k. 
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54. THE CONSTRUCTION OF y 
For the rest of this paper I shall assume k _Z n. To each cell CT E W corresponds a 
dual cell T = M n s EL with s E D, dim s 1 k. It will be seen that to such an s are 
associated a pair of simplexes t,,, t, E C such that t,, < t, and 4 = dim to I k I 1 = dim t, 
(this is where the hypothesis k 2 n is used). Let {t’} be the set of k-simplexes of C 
such that to< tk < t,. Set G(a) = GE’k(L[tO]; L[t,]). The (4 + I)-dimensional inter- 
sections of {L[tk]} induce a pseudo-complex P(C) on G(a) by Lemma 2.2. Pick x E o; 
then T,M is transverse to all the L[t ‘1 by Proposition 3.1(2). Hence by Lemma 2.8, T,M 
picks out a top-dimensional y(u) E P(a). This defines the combinatorial Gauss map 
y:H + G;+k. However, only on the 4-skeleton l-l4 can I show that y is related to the usual 
Gauss map yN:M + Gp+k for the normal bundle of M in Wnck (see the discussion 
preceding Lemma 2.8, and the proof of Theorem 1 in this section). 
The rest of this section gives the proof of Theorem 1, which is the first main result 
of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a closed, compact, oriented C’ submanifold of Rn+k. Let the 
triangulations C and D of IX”+’ and the cell complex H on M be as in 93. Then, with 
the notation above, there is a combinatorial map y:H + G;+k such that: (1) to each 
u E H are associated a special Schubert cycle G(a), a pseudo-complex r((+) on G(a), 
and a top-dimensional r(a) E r(a); (2) if u’< a, then G(a’) C G(o), T(a’) is a 
sub-pseudo-complex of T(v), and ~(a’) is a pseudo-face of r(a); (3) there exists a 
continuous map y - :H4+ G;+’ such that: (i) y - (int c+)C f(g) for all cr E W; and (ii) 
the homotopy class of y - satisfying (i) is unique, and classifies the restriction to I-i4 
of the normal bundle of M in Wn+k; (4) the combinatorial structure of W and the 
combinatorial map y are not affected by small C’ perturbations of M. 
Proof. In the construction of G(g) and r(g) I shall, to simplify notation, regard D 
as being k(C), suppressing the combinatorial equivalence D z’(C) of $3. Then the 
vertices of Q consist of the vertices pi of Cc and the centroids t^ of all t E C with 
dim t > k. Any s E D can be written in the form s = (t,,;i,, . . . ,t^,), where: 
to, fl,. . -, t, E 6: are all distinct, and to c ti < . . . < t, 
(to may be 0; also z may be 0); 
to<s, and i,,.. . ,t^, are the vertices of s other than those of to; 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
- 1 I q = dim to I k < dim t, (0 has dimension - 1). (4.3) 
Under the assumption k 2 n made at the beginning of this section, q must be z 0 
whenever dim s zz k. In this case z may be 0, but then necessarily q = k and s = 
(PO? * * . ,pk) E C. When z = 0 it will be convenient to set t, = s, even though then to = t,, 
violating (4.1). 
Let Q(s) = L[toq], t?(s) = L[t,]. Let G(s) be the special Schubert cycle Gi’k(Q(s); 
R(s)); then G(s) = GI;_Qq. Assume dim s z k. Then to f 0, so link (to, t,) has (1-q) 
vertices (of C), say P~+~, . . . ,pI. Let ti = to*pj and Ej(s) = L[tj], j = q + 1, . . . ,l. Then 
dim Ej(S) = q + 1, Q(s) c Ej(S) C R(s) for all j, and the Ej(s) are linearly independent. 
By Lemma 2.2 the &(s) define a pseudo-complex T(s) on G(s). 
Now let (+ E l-l be given. To u corresponds a dual cell 7 = u* EL. To 7 cor- 
responds a simplex s = Q(T) = D(u*) of D such that 7 = M fl s. Set G(u) = G(s) = 
G@(u*)) and T(a) = I’(WU*)). 
LEMMA 4.4. The correspondences u+ G(u) and u+Uu) preserve inclusion rela- 
tions. 
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Proof. Given U’ < (+, set s = D(a*), s’ = Q(a’*), so G(V) = G(s) and G(o’) = G(s’). 
By duality, U* co’*, so s < s’. Hence Q(s)c Q(s’), R(s’)C R(s); so G(s’) c G(s). 
That is, G(o’) C G(a). 
Now say s = (to;i,, . . .) and s’ = (tA;3,. . .). Let P~+~, . . . , pI be the vertices of 
link(t,,, t,). Since s < s’, we have to < th and t; < t,. Hence the vertices of link(t,, th) and 
of link(t& t;) are among P~+~, . . . ,pI; say they are pq+l, . . . ,pqf and P~,+~, . e . ppIc respec- 
tively. Then ti = t& pi = to*(ps+,, + - - , pi, pi). Hence Ej(S’) = L[tJ is the span of {L[ti] for 
i=q+l,..., q’, j}. Thus the Ej(S’) are the (q’+ I)-dimensional spans of those El(S) 
which contain Q(s’) and are contained in R(s’). By Lemma 2.2, Us’) is a sub-pseudo- 
complex of T(s). In other words, I?(a’) C T(o). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
For the rest of this section I assume that C and D satisfy Proposition 3.1, so D is 
no longer assumed to be ‘(Cc). Given u E H, set s = Q(a*) again, and say s = (to; 
1 
ti, . . . ,(). Pick a point x E u. By Remark 3.2, x E M n star (s, D), which is contained 
in M n star (t,, C). So by Proposition 3.1(2), T,M is transverse to L[tk] for every 
k-face tk < t,, in particular to those L[tk] such that to c tk < t,. These L[t’] are just the 
k-dimensional spans of {Ei(s)}. By Lemma 2.8; T,M picks out a top-dimensional 
y(a)ET(a) such that for every P E p(o), T,M@P YR”+~. Moreover y(a) is in- 
dependent of the choice of x E (T. 
LEMMA 4.5. If d =c (T, then ~(a’) is a pseudo-face of y(o). 
Proof. Let x E o’. Then T,M is transverse to every L[tk] for to< tk < t,; this 
includes the L[t’k] for t/, < t”[ < t; (the notation is taken from the proof of Lemma 
4.4). Choose a basis adapted to Q(s), R(s) and the Ej(S); then it is also adapted to 
Q(s’) etc. To each tk = t corresponds an n-subset I(t) such that the transversality of 
T,M to L[t’] is expressed by E~(~~T~M# 0. By Lemma 2.8, for any P E +(a), 
ET&P) = (- I)“keI,,,TxM for all t. Similarly, for any P’ E $(a’), er(,,)*(P’) = 
( - l)nke,~r~~TxM for all t’, while E* I (&P’) = 0 for t not one of the t’, since P’ E G(d). In 
other words, to obtain the constraints on P’ some of the constraints on P are left 
alone and others are replaced by zero. Hence y(o’) is a pseudo-face of y(a), which 
proves the lemma. 
The combinatorial Gauss map y has now been constructed, and it remains to finish 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorems l(1) and (2). These assertions follow from the previous work. 
Proof of Theorem l(3). Let (+ E W and let D(o*) = s = <to;;,, . . . ,e>. Then dim cr = 
z-l 
codim s = c (dim t;+, -dimti-l)rdimt,-dimto-1=/-q-l. Also G(o) = 
i=o 
G;“(L[toq]; L[t,‘]) is of type G,” with m = I-q,p =k-q. Hence if dimas4, then 
m I 5 and r(o) is a pseudo-cell complex by Proposition 2.5. In particular y(a) is 
contractible whenever dim u 5 4, and ~(a’) C bdy r(u) whenever o’ < u. Hence there 
exists a continuous map y - :H4+ GE+’ such that y - (a) C y(u) for all u E H4. Since 
each y(u) is also a manifold with boundary, y - can be adjusted so that y - 
(int u) c q(u). A similar argument shows that any two y - ‘s satisfying this condition 
are homotopic through such y - ‘s. 
Define yN:M + G;+k by y”‘(x) = (T,M)*, the orthogonal complement of T,M 
oriented so that T,M&J”(x) fR”+‘. Then yN is the Gauss map for the normal bundle 
of M in IX’+‘; I have to prove that yN I H4 is homotopic to y - . Let N, = {P E G$+k 
such that T,M@P IR”+~}. The spaces IV, are diffeomorphic as x varies, and there 
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is a natural way to topologize U I EMNx as a fibre bundle N over M. Now yN is a 
section of N, and by Lemma 2.8 and the construction of y. y - is a section of N 1 W4. 
Since the libre N, of N is contractible, yN 1 l-i4 and y - are homotopic through 
sections of N 1 H4. Assertion (3) now follows. 
Proof of Theorem l(4). After Q: and ID are chosen satisfying Proposition 3.1, any 
sufficiently small C’ perturbation of M will leave the conclusions of that proposition 
still valid. In its new position M will meet exactly the same simplexes of C and D as 
before. Hence M, L and therefore H are combinatorially unchanged. Since the 
construction of y depends only on l-l and the transversality of M to C, y is also 
unchanged. This proves (4), thereby completing the proof of Theorem 1. 
65. APPLICATION TO THE FIRST PONTRYAGIN CLASS 
In this section a 4-cochain PH will be constructed on H that represents P,(M), the 
first Pontryagin class of the normal bundle of M in Wn+“. The following method is 
used. Let P, be the universal first Pontryagin class on GE+‘, normalized so that when 
evaluated on Schubert cycles of dimension 4, P, is 1 on special Schubert cycles of 
type GZ4 and 0 on all other Schubert cycles (see Chern [2]). This definition makes 
sense because GZ4 has a natural orientation, independent of orientations of R2 and R4. 
One can check this fact by examining the atlas {U,,, for (II = 2, S = + I} defined on Gz 
in 02, using bases and orientations of R* and R4 and an orientation system on R4. It is 
not hard to see that each U,, has a natural orientation, which is independent of the 
choices made to construct it, and that orientations agree on overlapping U[J’s; thus 
Gt4 has a natural orientation. 
There is a naturally defined cocycle P which represents P, on pseudo-complexes 
on special Schubert cycles. We should like to use the combinatorial Gauss map 
y:H + Gk”+’ to pull back P, and then set PH = y*P. There is one serious difficulty: y 
does not respect dimension: indeed, those c E H4 which support F’” are all assigned to 
6-dimensional pseudo-cells y(a). So we seek an approximation g to y which is a 
combinatorial map such that dim g(cr) 5 dim u and g(cr) c y(a). Such a g exists on the 
chain level. That is, g assigns to each oriented cell u E O-U4 an oriented (dim g)-chain 
g(u) in the chain complex C*(y(u); Q) generated by y(u) and its faces, such that 
ag(u) = c g(d). The construction of g is due to MacPherson [S]. Now P,, is defined 
O’<C 
to be g*P. 
After some preliminary definitions and conventions about orientation, the formula 
for PH is stated as Theorem 2. The proof is outlined, following [8]. I then show how, 
from the embedding M” c Rn+k and the triangulations Q: and D of R”+~, one can make 
natural choices of the abstract combinatorial data required as input to the algorithm 
for PIT(M) by Gabrielov, Gelfand and Losik ([4-61; see also [12]) and by 
MacPherson [8]. This will, I hope, illuminate the significance of the data they require 
in the general case; it also demonstrates that Theorem 2 does indeed follow from [8] 
by connecting the contexts of that work and the present one. 
Let the simplexes t of C be oriented arbitrarily. These orientations will be called 
throughout this section the “given” ones; other orientations of certain f’s will also be 
used. 
Define u E H to be non-degenerate (the other u’s will be called degenerate) if it is 
dual to 7 = M rl s E L such that s has the form s = (toq; i,‘, $‘, . . . , tick> with 
z = n + k + I- 1 (in the notation of 94); in this case I shall say u is of type (I - q - I, 
k - q - I). 
Since s has (q + 1) + z vertices, dim s = q + z; so dim c = codim s = I- q - 1 = m, 
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say. The Pontryagin cochain will have coefficient 0 on D unless u is non-degenerate 
and of type (4, 1) or (4,2) (such m’s are indeed Cdimensional). Let t’ = link (to, ti); then 
dim t’ = m. Say t’ has vertices (in any order) pi, . . , ,p,,,+,; this gives an orientation to t’ 
(not necessarily its given one). Both u and [t’] are transverse to [s], so the new 
orientation t’ can be transferred to (T. For the rest of this section, the non-degenerate 
cells of l-l will be oriented in this manner unless otherwise specified. Let I be a 
(k-q)-subset of (1,. . . ,m + I}; say I = {i,, . . . ,&} with i, <. . . < &_,. Then 
(to9 Pi,, * * . ,pik_,) is a k-simplex t; E C. The given orientation of to together with the 
vertices pij in order give an orientation of f: (not necessarily its given one). As I 
varies, {t:} = {t” E C such that to < t’ < t,}. Pick any x E a; then T,M is transverse to 
L[t:] for all I as above. In this situation, S(T,M, L[t:]) is by definition that number, 
+ 1, such that T,M@L[t,‘] ?“(T,M, L[tF])Wn+r. Here T,M has the given orientation 
of M and L[tt] the orientation corresponding to that just described for f:. Since 
6(T,M, L[tFl) is independent of x by Proposition 3.1(2), I shall abbreviate it to 
6(M, f:). Set S(a) = II&M, f,“), where I varies over the (k - q)-subsets of { 1,. . , ,m + 
1). When u is of type (4, 1) or (4,2), this is a ten-fold product. 
THEOREM 2. Let M” be a compact, closed, oriented C’ submanifold of LR~+~. The 
first Pontryagin class of the normal bundle of M in Rn+k is represented by the rational 
cochain P,, on H defined as follows: (1) Zf u4E H is non-degenerate and its type 
(I- q - 1, k - q - 1) is either (4,l) or (4,2), let o have the orientation described above; 
then P,(o) = ( - I)k-q-‘8(a)/96. (2) For all other u4 E I-I, P”(u) = 0. 
Remark. In (1) the formula for P,, appears to depend on the given orientation of to 
and the chosen order of the vertices of t’, but this is not the case. If the orientation of 
to is reversed, then that of o is unchanged, and all ten S(M, t,“) change sign so S(a) is 
also unchanged. If consecutive vertices pi, and pij+i of t’ are interchanged, then the 
orientation of t’, and therefore that of u, is reversed; and an odd number of 6(M, tf) 
change sign (one when q = k - 2, three when q = k - 3); so 6(u) is also reversed in 
sign. 
Proof. The proof, which is given in outline, takes until the end of Lemma 5.3. 
Let P, be the universal first Pontryagin class on G;+k. The first step is to choose a 
cochain representative P of PI. Let G = G;+‘(R,; RK) be a special Schubert cycle 
diff eomorphic to Gpm, say, and let r be a pseudo-complex on G, as in $2. First assume 
(p, m) = (2,4). By looking at generic configurations of four vectors in R2 one can 
check that T24 (which is 4-dimensional) has 48 4-dimensional pseudo-cells y. Each y 
has a natural orientation given by that on G = G:. Using this orientation, set 
P(y) = l/48. Now for general G, r has various subcomplexes isomorphic to r24, 
covering cycles of the form G ;+k(RJO; BK,) C G, where J C J’ C K’ C K, (J’J = k - 2 and 
(K’I = k + 2. Define P on the 4-dimensional members of r by: 
(i) P(y) = 0 unless y belongs to such a subcomplex of type r,‘; 
(ii) P(y) = l/48 if y belongs to some r24 and has the natural orientation. 
The main part of the proof consists of constructing a chain map g approximating 
the combinatorial Gauss map y on H4. The definition of PH will be: 
bl(u) = @(oh 
I shall next construct enough of g to be able to prove assertion (2) of the theorem. Let 
u be non-degenerate of type (I- q - 1, k - q - I)=(m,p),saywithm~4,Osp5m- 
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1. Then I((+) = I$, is a psuedo-complex and y(c+) is a top-dimensional pseudo-cell of 
T,“,;‘(a). If p = 0 or m - 1, then I$,‘((+) is a simplicial complex and dim v = dim y(a). 
Hence we may set g(u) = y(u). This defines g(c) for all non-degenerate CT E H4 except 
those of types (3, l), (4,l) and (4,2). When u is of types (4,O) or (4,3), then 
P,(a) = Pg(a> = 0. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let CT be degenerate. Then u has a proper, non-degenerate face u’ such 
that y(u) = ~(a’). Zf dim (T = 4, we may take g(u) = 0. 
Proof. Since u is degenerate, it is dual to 7 = A4 n s, where s = (toq; i,‘, . . . ,c) is 
such that t,, . . . ,tz are not all of consecutive dimensions. Pick a sequence of simplexes 
of C, t;’ < t;‘+’ < . . . < t;n+t such that dim t;+, = dim t;+ 1 and t,, . . . ,tl are among the 
ti; so t; = tl, and z’ = n + k + 1 - 1. Then s is a face of s’ = (to; t^;, . . . ,i;). Since A4 is 
transverse to s, 7’ = M fl s’ is non-empty. So the dual u’ to T’ is a nonempty, 
non-degenerate face of u. The definition of y(u) used only hf, to and t,; it follows that 
r(u’) = Y(U). 
Now assume dim u I 4. Then dim u’ I 3, and so g(u) has been defined (as ~(a’)) 
except when u’ is of type (3,1). In the latter case, g(u’) is constructed as a 3-chain in 
&y(u’); I shall not give details, but refer the reader instead to MacPherson [8]. The 
formula for g(u’) does not depend on our choice of sequence tj, so g(u’) may be 
thought of as a 3-chain assigned to u. Hence so far as homological properties are 
concerned, we may assign to u the 4-chain g(u) = 0. This proves the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2(2). This follows immediately from the foregoing. 
Proof of Theorem 2(l). I have yet to define g(u) in case u is non-degenerate of 
type (3, I), (4, 1) or (4,2). I shall discuss what happens in case (4, 1) only. Say u 
corresponds, as usual, to (toq; il’, . . . ,f?‘) with (I - q - 1, k - q - 1) = (4, l), and let 
t’ = link(to, ti) = (pi, . . . ,ps). Then r(u) is a top-dimensional pseudo-cell in T?(u). 
Recall that G(u) = G;‘k(L[tO]; L[t,]). Let h:L[t,]+ L[tJL[to] = Rs be the projection 
map. To construct T(u) we may use the basis ei = h(pi), i = 1,. . . ,5 and any orien- 
tation system. Now G(u) = Gz5 is 6-dimensional, so y(u) is also 6-dimensional. Recall 
the model of Gz5 described in 92: a point of Gz5 is represented by a configuration 
fur = (VI, * * . .u5) of five vectors in R*. Now y(u) has five special 4-faces yi, i = 1,. . .,5, 
defined by 3/i = {(v) E r(u) such that Vi = 0). Each yi is a top-dimensional pseudo-cell 
in a subcomplex of T(u) of type Pz4. Namely, set t,(i) = link (pi, t,); then to < tdi), and 
G;+k(L[to]; L[t,(i)])C G(u) is covered by the required subcomplex containing yi. 
There are other 4-faces yi of y(u), e.g. if the cyclic order of the lines [Vi] in Rz is 
[vi,19 . *- 7 [Vi,] for (any) [USE +(a), then y’ = {(u) E y(u) such that Vi, and nit, and vi, 
and Vi4 are each a colinear pair} is one such 4-face of y(u). MacPherson’s formula for 
g(u) depends only on the cyclic order of the lines [Vi] in W* for (u) E q(u); this order is 
independent of the choice of (u). 
LEMMA 5.2 (MacPherson [S]). If the numerical order of [u,], . . . ,[us] is also their 
cyclic order in R*, then there exists g(u) of the form 
g(u) = $, Aiyi + C A;yi. 
i 
where 
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Continuing the proof of Theorem 2(l), let u be non-degenerate of type (4, l), and 
let (v) E $?a). Let 1~ be a permutation of (1, . . . ,5} such that [u,,], . . . ,[u,J are in 
cyclic order. Let us renumber the vertices of t’ as p,+,, . . . ,P,-~~, and then put them in 
increasing order. On the one hand we have changed the orientation of t’, and 
therefore that of u, by (- 1)“. On the other hand, [v,], . . . ,[Q] now occur in cyclic 
order in R2. So the appropriate formula for g(o) is 
Hence 
pti(a) = ( - 1)” ($ Aiyi + T h; 7;) 
= ( - I)” (f: AJ48) 
= (- I)“+‘/%. 
It remains to show that (- l)k-4-‘S(o) = (- l)a+‘. Since m is of type (4, l), k-q - 1 = 
1, so it suffices to show that 6((r) = (- 1)“. This is done in Lemma 5.3. 
As regards u non-degenerate of type (4,2) I shall only add that an analogue of 
Lemma 5.2 holds, except with c hi = + l/2, and the analogous formula for g(a) is 
used. Hence 
P,(a) = ( - 1)“/96, 
in this case. To check that (- l)L-9-‘6(a) = (- I)“, it again suffices to show that 
6(o) = ( - I)“, since k - q - 1 = 2 this time. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 
5.3. Thus the next lemma concludes my outline of the proof of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 5.3. (1) Let .I vary over the 2-subsets of (1,. . . ,5}, and let [u) E +(a). Then 
I&E,~u~ = (- l)“, E being the standard orientation system on Fp’. (2) Iklul= 6(a). 
Proof of (1). Let (u’) be the configuration obtained from (u) by replacing Vi by 
- Vi. Then E,(u’) = - l ,(u)(Ji E J. Since there are four such J, II,q(u’) = lI,q(u). Using 
this procedure as necessary, I may assume of (u’) representing iu’l that all the u: are in 
the upper half-plane of R*, so that the cyclic order of the lines [vi] is the same as that 
of the vectors 0:. Now say ul and uj are consecutive in this cyclic order, and let (u”) 
be obtained from (u’) by interchanging a: and vi. Then q(u”) = - l ~(u’)(sJ = {i, j}. 
Hence l&e~(u”) = - II,e,(u’). By repeating this procedure I may assume of (u”) that 
uy = u&e Now II,eJ(u”) = (- l)“lI,q(u’). But the u: are now in correct cyclic order in 
the upper half-plane, so each E,(u”) = 1. Thus ll~,(u2. = I’I,q(u’) = (- l)“, proving (1). 
Proof of (2). Let f,, * . . rfn+k be a basis of Rn+k adapted to L[t,], L[t,] and the basis 
el,. . . , e5 of L[t,]/L[t,J. That is, let fi for i = 1,. . . ,q be a positive basis of L[to], let 
f q+l,. . . ,fq+.( complete a basis of Lit,] such that im(f,+,) = ei, and let f9+6,. * . 3 f n+k 
generate a subspace complementary to L[tJ. Let P be the 2-plane in BBS corresponding 
to Iv); so the linear functional (_ ,ei> on P corresponds to Vi in the dual space R2 to P. 
Let P” ?L[t&JP (where L[tol is oriented by the given orientation of to). Let ~“denote 
the standard orientation system on R”+k. For each 2-subset J = (it, jz} G (1, . . . ,5}, let 
I(J) = (1,. . . ,q, q + j,, q + j2). Then &(P”) = Q(P) for each J, so &E,(P) = II,e&,)(P”). 
Here I(J) varies over all (q + 2)-subsets of (1,. . . ,q + S} that contain (1,. . . ,q}. 
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Now the pseudo-cell y(a)EI(a) was chosen so that for any x E (T and any 
P E f(o) the conclusion of Lemma 2.8 would hold for T,M and P”. That is, for each 
k-subset I c (1,. . . , n + k}, E#“‘) = ( - l)“‘ef,(T,M) = ( - l)“*et*(TXM), since k = 
q + 2 for the given u of type (4,l). Hence 
since each product is a ten-fold one. But by definition, 
ET*(T,M) =SG"xM, R,) = SVxM, L[tr% 
whenever I > (1, . . . , q}. Now 
S(a)=n,{i3(T,M, L[tf]) for II)= k, {I ,...., q}C1G{l,. . . ,I}}. 
Hence 
This proves (2), and with it, Lemma 5.3. The proof of Theorem 2 is hereby concluded. 
Remark. In [4,5 and 81 the denominators in the formula for PIT(M) are 48. This is 
because MacPherson uses the Grassmannian of unoriented n-planes in Rn+lr. So his 
I’*’ has only 24 top-dimensional pseudo-cells, where the Iz4 used here, being a double 
covering of the former, has 48 such pseudo-cells. 
According to Lemma 5.1, every degenerate u E H has a proper, non-degenerate 
face u’ such that y(a) = ~(a’). Let H# be the set of non-degenerate cells of H, 
partially ordered by inclusion. It turns out that there is a cell complex realizing this 
partially ordered set, which can be obtained from H by a simple construction. The 
observation above then implies that y:H + GC’k factors through a combinatorial map 
y#:H#+ G;+‘. Besides having fewer cells, H# has an important advantage over H. 
Namely if o# is the image in H# of a non-degenerate cell CT E H of type (m, p) say; 
then the combinatorial structure of uf with its faces is determined by the pair (m, p). 
a# is called a “hypersimplex of type (m, p)“, to be defined below. The disadvantage 
of H# is that its underlying topological space need no longer be M. There is still, 
however, a homological resemblance between HR and M, which is what is meant by 
saying that HR forms “hypersimpiicial data for M”. (The cell complex K on M was 
defined in 83.) The terms “hypersimplex” and “hypersimplicial data” are taken from 
MacPherson [8] and my account[l2] of the work of Gabrielov et al. (who call the 
latter “admissible hypersimplicial systems”). The rest of this section is intended to 
show the relationship between their work and the present paper. 
Let Q* be the complex on R”+k dual to 0. By Remark 3.3, H may be regarded, 
combinatorially speaking, as a subcomplex of 0*. The convention H C 0* will hold 
for the rest of this section. 
H# will be constructed as a subcomplex of a complex Df which is “quasi-dual” to 
0 in a sense soon to be defined. First I define a “quasi-barycentric subdivision” 0 - 
of 0 as follows. For each s E 0 let a point S E s be chosen, subject to the consistency 
condition: if SE int s!, then S = S’. 
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(This can happen only if s’ is a face of s.) Let D - be obtained by starring D at all 
i in order of decreasing dimension of s (see the beginning of 43). D - is called the 
quasi-burycentric subdivision of D with respect to {S}. Now the quasi-dual cell 
D-(s) to s is defined by 
D - (s) = U {(S, Jr,. . . ,&) for s < sI < . . . < s, E D}. 
Since ID is a manifold, D - (s) is a cell, and if s’ < s, then D - (s) < D - (s’). However 
dim D - (s) need not equal codim s; we have only dim D - (s) 5 codim s. Also D - (s) 
may equal D - (s’) even though s’ # s. Set D-(D) = {D -(s) for s ED}. Then 
D-(D) is the quasi-dual complex to Q with respect to (5). For example if S is the 
centroid s^ of s for every s, then D - = D’ (the first derived of D), and D - (ID) = D*. 
If SE int s for every s, then D -(ID) is combinatorially equivalent to ID*. In general 
there is a natural simplicial map f :D’ + D - defined on vertices by f(s^) = 5. f induces 
a cellular map f:ID* 3 D - (D). 
Let D# = D - (ID) Where the points {S} are chosen in the following manner. Every 
s E D has the form (to; f,, . . . ,(), where (4.1)-(4.3) hold, so q = dim to 5 k. Now: 
(i) if dim to = k, S = &; * 
(ii) if to=O, S= t,; 
(iii) if 0 I dim t,, < k, then S is the centroid of {i such that t EC, dim t = k and 
to < t < t,}. 
In case (iii) a straight-forward calculation in barycentric coordinates shows that 
f E int (to$,). The quasi-dual of s E D will be denoted s# E D#. Set H# = f(H), where 
f:D* + Q# is as above. 
Next I shall define hypersimplexes. Lemma 5.5 will show that the cells of H# are 
hypersimplexes. Let s be an m-simplex in some Euclidean space. Let (s)’ be the 
first-derived subdivision of s. A hypersimpfex of type (m, p) is the convex hull cu(m, p) 
of {? for s’< s, dim s’ = p}; here m = dim (Y and p = 0,. . . ,m - 1. (cY(m,p) is called 
Am-p-‘9 in [51; see also [8] and compare Coxeter [3,§8.1].) A face /3 < cY(m,p) other 
than a vertex is specified by a pair of faces to < t, < s such that q = dim to < p < 
dim t, = 1 by the rule: p is the convex hull of {i such that to < t < t, and dim t = k}. 
Note that to may be 0. /3 will be denoted P(to, ti). It is a hypersimplex of type 
(I - q - 1, p - q - l), as can be seen by applying to /? the radial projection from to to 
link(to, tr). Thus the combinatorial structure of o(m, p) and its faces is isomorphic to 
that of the partially ordered set consisting of pairs of faces (to; t,) of s such that to < ti 
and either dim to < p < dim t1 or to = t, has dimension p. The face relation p’ < p 
corresponds to the relation: (th; t’l) C (to; Cl) when to c tl, and t; < t,. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let s E Q with dim s L k. Then s# is combinatorially equivalent to a 
hypersimplex. 
Proof. Let s = (to4 ; i,‘? . . . ,i,) as in (4.1)-(4.3); since dim s 1 k, 0 I q s k. Then S 
corresponds uniquely to the pair (to;&), where _ti = ti if q < k and _t, = to if q = k. If s < s’, 
then s” corresponds to (th; _ti) where to < t& ii < _tr. The combinatorial structure of s# is 
that of {s’ for s < s’} but with incidence relations reversed. Thus s# is combinatorially 
equivalent to p(to; t,). This proves the lemma. It is in fact true that s # is a hypersimplex, 
the S’ being the centroids of the faces of P(to; ti), but this fact is not needed. 
Henceforth if s = (to; i,, . . . ,f,) E D and dim s 2 k, as in the proof of Lemma 5.4, 
then s# will also be denoted P(to; t,). 
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LEMMA 5.5. The cells of H# are hypersimplexes. The map f:H + H# maps the set of 
non-degenerate cells u of H onto the set of ceils of HR. For each such 0; dim u = dim 
f(o), and f:u+f(u) is surjectiue. 
Proof. Every cell of l-l G D* is of the form s* with dim s 2 k, and W# consists of 
the corresponding s#, which are hypersimplexes by Lemma 5.4. Let u be any cell of 
H. Say u is dual to T = M rl s with s = (to’; i”, . . . ,(>. Then f(u) = s# = /3(to; t’). As 
in the proof of Lemma 5.1, pick a simplex s’ > s of the form s’ = (t,,q ; fi, . . . , &n+k) with 
t; = tt and z’ = n + k + 1 - 1. Then s’ corresponds to a non-degenerate face u’ < u, and 
f(u’> = P(to; t;) = s#. Any s#E W# can be expressed as f(u), and hence as f(u’). 
Now dim s # = dim P(to; t’) = 1 -q - 1 (see the definition of hypersimplexes); also 
dim u’ = I- q - 1 (see the definition of non-degeneracy). To show that f:u’ + s# is 
surjective it is enough to show that every vertex u of s# is the image of a vertex of 
u’, since f is cellular. Now v has the form v = ik,, where dim tk = k and to < tk < t,. 
Pick any s” = (t’; ilnk+‘, . . . , fnnn+k ) such that tyLk = t,~l~+~ for i 2 1. Then s’ < s”, and since 
dim s” = n + k, the corresponding a” is a vertex. Now f (u”) = 5” = fk = u. This com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
Recall from 93 that every p EK has the form M rl t(p) with tic. Define 
H#(p) c H# to be {/3(t,,; t’) such that to < t’ < t(p)}. Then H# = U pEKH#(p). Hyper- 
simplicial data consist of integral chains on {H*(p)}. Before discussing them I must 
consider orientations on K and on H#. Recall that the simplexes of C have been 
(arbitrarily) oriented. If t’ < t in C, let l (f’, t) denote their incidence number, and 
similarly for K. Then the cells of M can be uniquely oriented by the rules: 
(i) if dim p = n, then dim t(p) = n + k, and p has the orientation of Met(p) has the 
orientation of IX”+’ ; 
(ii) if p’ < p, then l (p’, p) = e(t(p’), t(p)). 
Now let @(to; t’) E H#. Recall that an orientation of t’ = link(t,, t’) was chosen by 
an ordering of its vertices (preceding Theorem 2). Radial projection from to into t’ 
carries /3(to; t’) into a hypersimplex in t’ of the same dimension as t’ (see the definition . 
of hypersimplexes). Hence the orientation of t’ induces one on P(to; t’). If u E W is 
non-degenerate with f(u) = p(to; tl), then (T was oriented by a similar procedure; and 
f :a + p(to; t,) preserves orientation. 
In the next proposition, C*(K), etc. denote chain complexes with integral 
coefficients. Hypersimpficial data over K are the oriented integral chains {hR(p), 
p E K} where h# satisfies (3) below. The proof of the proposition gives a natural 
choice of h#. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. With the notation described above: (1) M is a cell complex on M 
consisting of simple cells, each having a preferred orientation ; (2) H# consists of 
hypersimpfexes, each having a preferred orienfation; (3) there exists a chain map 
h#:c#)+ C*(H#) such that: (i) h#(p) E C*(H#@)) for each P E K; (ii) if dim P = 0, 
then H#(p) = p and h#(p) = *p. (A cell p’ of d imension 1 is simple if whenever 
p’q c p, there are exactly (I - q)(q + 1)-faces p” such that P’ < P” < P.) 
Proof (in outline). Any simplex t is a simple cell; and if T is any affine plane in 
R”+k meeting t in general position, then the convex cell T rl s is simple. Applying 
Proposition 3.1(4) with T = T,M shows that the cells of K are simple. The preferred 
orientation of cells of K has just been discussed. This proves (1). Assertion (2) follows 
from Lemma 5.5 and the discussion preceding this proposition. 
Since D’ is a subdivision of D* and H G D*, there is a subcomplex t-l’ CD’ which 
subdivides l-4. Given t E C, let D’(t) be its subdivision in D’. Set H’(p) = l-I’ n D’(t(p)). 
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Let D- be the quasi-barycentric subdivision of D used to construct D#, let l-l - be 
the subcomplex of D - which subdivides I-lb and let l-d - (p) C I-l - be the portion 
which subdivides H#(p). Let f:D’+D - be the natural simplicial map; it is not hard 
to check that fH’(p) = I-l - (p). Now the top-dimensional simplexes ui of H’(p) inherit 
an orientation from p. using (1). Thus there is a chain map h’:C*(K)+ C&-I’) defined 
by h’(p) = c Uj, the subdivision in l-l’ of the oriented chain p. For each Uj, dim fUj I 
dim Us When dim fui = dim Uj, give fUj the orientation induced by f. Set h - (P) = Z(fui 
such that dim fUj = dim Uj}; this is an oriented integral chain on l-l-(p). Then h-(p) 
is the subdivision of an oriented integral chain h#(p) on H#(p). This gives the 
required chain map h#:C*(K)+ C&b+). Assertion (3, i) has been proved. When 
dim p = 0, p = W’(p) = O-l - (p), and the construction of h #c(p) shows that apart from a 
comparison of the orientations of p in K and in !-I#, h#(p) is just p. This proves (3, ii), 
and completes the proof of the proposition. 
LEMMA 5.7. The combinatorial map Y:H-,G;+~ factors through a combinatorial 
map y#:H#-, G;‘“. If p E I-!# is of type (m,p), then -y#(@) is top-dimensional in 
some r;+‘(J(k + m - p), K(k - p - 1)) - I;+?;. 
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 5.5 and 5.1 that y factors through a map y#. Let 
(T E l-l be non-degenerate with f(c) = /3, and say (T corresponds to (to; i,, . . . ,e+‘). 
Then -y#(P) = y(c) is top-dimensional in G(a), which is of type GC+‘(J(dim to); 
K(dim tJ) = GP!“d$,-ym ’ 0. Since /3 = @(to; t,) is of type (dim t, -dim to - I, k -dim to- 
I), the second asseriion of the lemma follows. 
Proposition 5.6 and Lemma 5.7 provide the formal connection between the present 
work and [8]. MacPherson constructs a cochain pV on M representing PIT(M), using 
H#, hf and y#. He defines a chain approximation g# to y# r W# and then sets 
PH# = g#*$ on H#, and PV = h#*P “+ In the proof of Theorem 2, I used g = g#“f, 
where f:H + H# is the natural map; so PH = f*P”+ 
In the last part of this section I shall compare the method of MacPherson with that 
of the present paper. In the context of Proposition 5.6, each l-l#(p) in [8] is an acyclic 
complex whose dimension can be greater than dim p. The existence of h# follows 
from elementary obstruction theory; but the only way to construct his! explicitly is to 
overcome successive obstructions, which is a laborious process. One does need an 
explicit choice of h# (equivalent to hypersimplicial data) in the formula for PV. In the 
present paper h# was constructed directly from I-I; indeed the combinatorial formula 
for PH used H itself rather than h# (Theorem 2). And H was constructed quite 
naturally from D satisfying Proposition 3.1. The successive algebraic choices needed 
to construct h# in [8] have been replaced here by successive geometric choices of the 
positions of the vertices of D (this is elaborated below). MacPherson also requires 
“configuration data” to construct y#. These amount (roughly speaking) to a choice, 
for each u E I-l, of a generic configuration (V(V)) E T(U); that is, a configuration such 
that a(v(cr)) f 0 for all J. The quantities II,e,(v(cr)) are used in the formula for PF., as 
in Lemma 5.3. In this paper, equivalent information must be collected to apply 
Theorem 2, and again there are natural choices to make. For each u we chose x E u 
and used the transversality coefficients S(T,M, L[t:]) for various I to define S(o). 
The method used here has the disadvantage, compared to [8], of using non- 
combinatorial aspects of the geometry of M in R”+k. They enter primarily in the 
construction of D satisfying Proposition 3.1. One has to be able to solve the three 
problems (5.8)_(5. IO). The first gives an upper bound to the rate of variation of tangent 
planes to M. For any 5 > 0. let M!(x) = {y E M such that IX - y( < 5). 
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(5.8) Given A > 0, find 5 > 0 such that M((x) is homeomorphic to an open cell, and 
the angle between TJ4 and T,M is < A for all y E MJx). 
(This is used in a more technical form in the Appendix: Given A > 0, find 6 > 0 so 
that the conclusions of Whitney Ill, Chap. IV, Lemmas 8a and 8b] hold.) 
(5.9) Given p E Wn+k and p>O, find an XE M such that (x-p\<p, if such an x 
exists. 
(5.10) Given x E M, find linear equations for T,M. 
(5.8) is used to choose a preliminary triangulation Q’ of R”+’ satisfying certain 
generic conditions: for example, the I-simplexes of D’ must all have length < 5. One 
then jiggles each vertex p’ to a position p, obtaining a new triangulation D isomorphic 
to D’ and satisfying Proposition 3.1. To move p’, choose x(p’) satisfying (5.9) for p’ 
and a certain p (if no such x exists, set p = p’); then p must satisfy finitely many 
linear equations and inequalities involving Txc,,,M and various simplexes of C. 
Once D is constructed, the combinatorial structure of l-l, the map y and the 
cochain PH can all be found using finitely many solutions of (5.9) and (5.10). In fact, by 
Theorem l(3), these solutions need only be approximate, to a degree of accuracy 
specified in the construction of CD. Given s E D, (5.9) can be used to find a point 
x(s) E M rl star(s, D), if such an x exists. Then using (5.10) one can decide whether 
T,(,,M n s is non-empty; by Proposition 3.1(4) this is the same as deciding whether 
7 = M fl s is non-empty in t-, and hence whether there exists a corresponding dual cell 
(T E H. For each a; the special Schubert cycle G(a) and the pseudo-complex I’(o) are 
determined entirely by C (which is known from D). To select r(u), let u correspond 
to s E D. Since T,,,,M is known, we can measure E~(T,~,,M) in the context of Lemma 
2.8, with T = T,,,,M; and these reduced Plucker functions determine r(a), by that 
lemma. Finally the coefficients S(o) used in the formula for PH are each products of 
transversality coefficients S( Txts,M, L[tF]), for various tf E C; so S(u) can also be 
computed using (5.9) and (5.10). 
Remark. It is curious that the configuration data in this paper are obtained entirely 
from the transversality of M to C and the hypersimplicial data entirely from the 
transversality of M to the subdivision 0 of C. 
There are two main open problems raised in trying to generalize Theorems 1 and 2. 
The more important is:.to what extent are the Ipm like cell-complexes for p 2 3? As 
mentioned in 02, MacPherson has pointed out that Ij7 is neither a stratified set nor a 
CW-complex. However one might still be able to generalize Theorem I if Tpm satisfies 
some weaker conditions. 
The other question is: can the transversality construction of 43 be adapted to 
piecewise linear manifolds-say with given triangulation-instead of C’-manifolds? 
Indeed, D. Sullivan has raised the question for Lipschitz manifolds. In view of the last 
Remark, it is possible that the ideas of Banchoff [l] and McCrory [9] might be useful; 
they adapt some notions of generic singularities of differentiable maps to the piece- 
wise linear case, and thus obtain cochain representatives of Stiefel-Whitney classes. 
This line of speculation can be pushed farther, along the lines of Levitt and 
Rourke [7]. Let K be a triangulation of a manifold M. Following [7], there should be 
some sort of semi-simplicial fibration r:E + K whose fibre over p E K is made using all 
possible simplical embeddings h : s&a@, K) + R”+’ and pairs of triangulations (C, D) of 
R n+k near h(p) which are transverse to im(h) in the sense of Proposition 3.1. On E 
there might then be a canonical cochain PE representing r*P,(M), supposing Theorem 
2 generalized to simplicial manifolds. A simplicial embedding (or immersion) K + IX”+’ 
would correspond to a section s of r; and then PH = s*&. Such a fibration P would 
be the combinatorial analogue of the bundle considered in Gabrielov et al. [5] of m-jets 
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of germs of connections on a smooth manifold N; this bundle has a canonical 
connection and hence canonical Pontryagin forms: and a connection on N coc- 
responds to a section of the bundle, which induces non-canonical Pontryagin forms 
on N. 
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APPENDIX 
In this Appendix I shall indicate the modifications and additions to be made to 
Whitney’s proof of his triangulation theorem [ 11, Chap. IV, Theorem 12A] in order to 
obtain Proposition 3.1. In this section all references will be to 111, Chap. IV] unless 
otherwise stated. I inust ask that the reader be familiar with 58-519 and [Appendix II, 
§14-9161. Only 017-919 have to be modified. The notation in this section is a 
compromise between Whitney’s and that used in the rest of this paper. 
Let ES’= B’(h) be a subdivision of Rn*k into regular cubes of side-length h, and let 
C’ = C’(h) be the first-derived subdivision of 8’ using the centroid of each cube as its 
barycentre. The essential feature of C’(h) is that there are positive numbers & N 
and Y independent of h, and a positive 6 depending on h, such that for any s’ E C’(h): 
(i) the fullness @(s’) > 20,; 
(ii) there are at most N/2 simplexes t’ E C’ such that S’ < t’; 
(iii) if dim s’ = 1, then vS 5 length S’ 5 S. 
(The fullness of s’ is @(s’) = vol s’/(&)‘, where r = dim s’, vol s’ is the r-volume of 
S’ and 6,, is the diameter of s’, which equals the maximum length of its edges.) The 
subdivision D’ = “(C’) of C’ was constructed in 03. I shall assume that @,, N, v and 6 
have been chosen so that (i)-(iii) hold also for D’(h). By adjusting Whitney’s 
calculations slightly, one could prove Proposition 3.1 for any family C’(h) and 
associated subdivisions D’(h) which both satisfy (i)-(iii); the complex 5’(h) is in- 
essential. 
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Proposition 3.1 will be proved in a more technical form, Proposition 3.1A, whose 
statement requires the definition of two more parameters. The first, A, is used as an 
upper bound on the rate of variation of tangent planes to it4. The second, 6, measures 
how much one can jiggle the vertices of a triangulation of Rn+k and still have a 
triangulation which is isomorphic to the first one. The necessary definitions follow. 
Given an affine subspace P of R”+‘, let rp:R”+” + P denote orthogonal projection 
into P, and let L(P) be the parallel translate of P through the origin. Given linear 
subspaces P and Q, their independence is defined by Whitney, §14, to be A = 
ind (P, Q) = inf {Iv - qv/ for u E Q, /VI = 1). Thus ind (P, Q) = WP II Q# 0; also if 
dim P + dim Q = n + k, then ind (P, Q) f NP and Q are transverse. I define the 
dependence of Q on P to be dep (P, Q) = sup{lv - ppuJ for u E Q, IuI = I}. Thus 
dep (P, Q) = WQ C P. When P and Q are affine spaces, ind (P, Q) is defined to be 
ind (L(P), L(Q)), and similarly for dep (P, Q). The relation ind is symmetric ($14); dep 
is symmetric provided dim P = dim Q. 
Let each vertex pi for a triangulation D’ = D’(h) be moved to a new position pi. 
Then there is a map g: D’+Rn+‘, affine on each simplex, determined by the rule 
g(p:) = pi for all i. There is a similar map f:C’(h)+RnCk. The proof of [App. II, 
Lemma 16a] shows that there exists b > 0 such that if each Ipi - pi] < $z, then f and g 
are homeomorphisms, so that C = f(C’) and D = g(D’) are triangulations of Rn+lr, 
isomorphic to C’ and D’ respectively. I shall say that C and D are @-close to C’ and ID’ 
respectively. 
PROPOSITION 3.1A. Let M” be a closed, compact C’ submanifold of IWn+‘. For any 
choices of positive numbers h, ji and h suficiently small, triangulations C and D of 
R “+’ can be chosen +Aose to C’(h) and D’(h) respectively so that: (1) D is a 
subdivision of C, combinatorially equivalent to ‘(C) (in the sense of 93). Further, 
whenever s E C or D and x, y E M fl star(s, C), then: (2) dep(TJ4, T,M) < A ; (3) 
M n s # 0~ T&f n s # 0; (4) if dim s = k, then ind (T&f, [s]) > A ; (5) T,M is transverse 
to s. Finally: (6) for each s E C or ED with M n sf 0, M is transverse to [s], and M fl s 
is a smooth cell of codimension k in s; (7) M = {M n s for s EC} and L = {M n s for 
s E D} are cell complex structures on m, and L is a subdivision of K. 
Remark. (5) means that TJ4 n s = 0 if dims <k. For dim s 2 k, (5) means that 
T,M is not only transverse to [s], but also that it cuts s and its faces generically. 
Proof. First observe that Proposition 3.1(l) follows from Proposition 3.1A(l), 
3.1(2) from 3.1A(S), 3.1(3) from 3.1A(6), 3.1(4) from 3.lA(3) applied to s and all its 
faces, and 3.1(5) from 3.lA(7). 
Set m = n + k. Set p* = 26/g/(m), as in (Appendix II, Lemma 16a). Choose p. as in 
Q 17 so that also p. < 2@0v/(m + I). Choose pI < v/4 satisfying this condition: given in 
Rq, q=k+l,... ,m, a ball Q = U,(p) (with centre p and radius z) and an affine 
hyperplane P, set Q’ = U,,,(P) n Q; then vol (Q’)/vol (Q) < l/N. It follows that this 
assertion holds also for P any affine subspace of Rq. (For any set X, U,(X) = u { Uz(x) 
for x E X}.) 
Choose any ii0 < po_ Choose pa(C) < min (pO- fro. 2@0v/(m + 1) - po). Choose the 
quantities p(C), a(C), etc. as in (17.2)-(17.6) starting with pa(C) and pI, with these 
modifications: A(C) also < (p(C)/2)’ and h(C) is defined to be 2163(C). 
Choose PI(D) < min (PI, p160p(C)‘/2~p0). Starting with PO and p,(D) choose p(tD), etc. 
as above. Replace A(C) and A(D) by A = min (A(C), A(Q)), and do the same with 5, 5, 
and h. Replace S(C) and S(D) by 6 = 5110. 
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First I shall move the vertices p: of C’ to pi so that (Al)-(A4) below hold. (A4) is 
not in [ 1 I], so 918 has to be extended. Proposition 3.lA, (2)-(j) are proved for C along 
the way. Then 1 show that one can move the vertices of D’ not in C’ so that (Al’)-(A4’) 
hold. (Al’) implies that D is a subdivision of C; (A2’)-(A4’) are the analogues of 
(A2)-(A4), and the same proofs apply. In particular, once (Al’) is shown, Proposition 
3.1A, (2)-(j) hold for D as well. 
Let the vertices of Cc’ be pi, pi,. . . Points pl, p2,. . . will be chosen so that: 
Ipi - pj < pO(C)G for all i. (Al) 
Since po(C)G < @h, the pi will be vertices of a triangulation C. As in 518, if (Al) holds 
then for any t E &, 
h/4 < diam t < 2S, Q(t) 2 00. (A9 
The pi will also be chosen to give: 
dist (M, t’) > a,(C)& for any t’ E C with r I k - 1; (A3) 
and if s =(p,,. . . , pi,) E C with 15 q 5 k, and if there exists x E it4 such that 
s C U&), then 
ind (TJ4, [sl) 1 P(C)~/~~ for every such x. (A4) 
In the proof of (A3) and (A4) I shall abbreviate pO(C) to po, etc. 
Assume pl, . . . ,P;_~ have been found so that the sub-complex Ql;_, with these 
vertices satisfies (Al)-(A4). I must show how to choose pi. 
Case I. dist(p I, M) 2 56. Then take pi = p I. There are no new simplexes to consider 
in (A4), and the new cases of (A3) follow from (A2) and inductive hypothesis. 
Case II. There exists x* E M such that dist(x*,p:) ~56. Let t;, . . . ,ti be the 
simplexes of dimension I k - 2 in link(p:, C;_,); then cp 5 N/2 - 1 by (ii). Set ti = 
(pi, tj). Let s;, . . . ,s; be the simplexes of dimension 5 k - 1 in link(p:, Ci_1) (of course 
the t’ are among the s’); again JI 5 N/2 - 1. Set q = (pi, s;). Let To = TX&, and for 
j=l,..., cp let ir;. = [T’*M,tJ be the affine span of the convex hull of T,*M and ti. 
Then dim Tj I n + dim ti+ 1 < n + k. Let Sy be the smallest affine plane to contain sit 
and a parallel translate of T,,; Si. = {y -x* + z such that y E s; and z E To}. Then 
dim SY 5 dim Sr + n < n + k. Set $ = U&p:) n UP,,& q), j = 0,. . . , cp, and define Si 
similarly, j” = 1, . . . , t,b. By choice of pI, vol (T) c vol (U,,(pj))lN and the same is true for 
S;. Since there are fewer than N q’s and Sr’s combined, there exists a point 
pi E U&p:) such that dist(p;, Ti) and dist(pi, SY> are > pop,6 for j = 0,. . . ,cp and 
j”= 1,. . ~ ,$. Now (Al) holds, and (A2) and (A3) are proved in 018. To prove (A4) I 
need Proposition 3.lA, (2) and (3). 
Proof of Proposition 3.1A(2). (If x, y E M rl star(s, C), then dep(T,M, TJ4) < A.) 
Now Ix - yJ 5 diam(star(s, C)) 5 2 diam(simplex of C) 54s by (A2). Thus IX - ~15 
4S < 5. The choice of 5, using [Lemma 8b] implies the assertion. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1A(3). (For x E M fl star(s, C), M fl s Z 8eTT,M rl s Z 8.) 
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Say x E s’ > s. Since diam s’ I 26 by (A2), s C UZI(X). The assertion now follows from 
[19b and 19d]. 
I now prove (A4) and then finish the proof of Proposition 3.1A, (2~(5)for C. (A4) 
is proved by induction on q = dim s. If s = sr = (pi, si), then either s; is a vertex or s; 
satisfies (A4). I shall consider the latter case and point out in passing the necessary 
modification to deal with the former. Choose as origin the foot of the altitude from pi 
to s>. Let Q’ be the unit sphere in [s;]. By inductive hypothesis and the definition of 
ind(To, [s;l), Iv’ - TQJ’~ 2 (~/2)~-’ for every u’ E Q’; in other words, dist(Q’, T,,) 2 
(~/2)~-‘. Let u be a unit vector in [+I orthogonal to s;, and let Q be the join u*Q’. The 
altitude from pi to [s;] is a vector CU. By construction of pi, \CU - rqx\ > pIpot NOW 
ICI, being the length of an altitude from pi, is no greater than the length of any edge of 
s,~ from pi. Hence ]c( I diam 3,. _ -Z 26 by (A2). So /U - 7rs;uI > pip&/26 = 2~; that is, 
dist(u, Sr> > 2~. 
By [Appendix II, Lemma 14b], dist(Q, T,J I dist(Q’, To). dist(u, Sr)/diam Q. Since 
diam Q = 2, applying the inductive hypothesis gives 
dist(Q, To) L (p/2)@ e 2p/2 = pq/24-‘. (AS) 
(In case q = 1, Q’ = 0, so Q = {u}, and dist(Q, To) L dist(u, Sr) > 2p, so (AS) still holds.) 
Let u be a unit vector in [s] = [sr]. Then there is a r7 = bv with b a scalar and 
V’EQ. Now lbl=16]zzl, and Iti- rrrot7( = dist(6, To) 2 ~~/2~-’ by (A5). Hence Iv - 
7zrou( 2 ~‘/2~‘-‘. This proves (A4) in case x = x*. 
Let x be such that s C U&x). Since Ix -piI < 56 and pi E s, Ix - x*1 < 108 which is 
< 6. Hence dep( T,M, T’,,) < A by the proof of Proposition 3.1A(2) (recall that T, = T,.M). 
Again let D be a unit vector in [s]. Then ~~12~~’ IJU - rrou( = 
dist( u, To) 5 I u - ?r~,~u I +I EMU - qmx~u I 
I Iu - bruit,) + A(P~~~u( by definition of A, 
5 Iv - q&q + A/u/. 
Hence ]u - 7rrXMu I L ~~/2~-’ - A > pq/2q since A <pk/2’ : ~~/2~. This proves (A4). 
Proof of Proposition 3.1A(4). (If x EM rl star(s, C) and dim s = k, then ind(T,M, 
[s]) > A.) The proof of Proposition 3.1A(2) shows that s C &(x), so the assertion 
follows from (A4), since h c p&/2’. 
Proof of Prosition 3.1A(5). (If x E M II star(s, C), then T,M is transverse to s.) 
If dim s < k, then by (A3) M fl s = 0, and by Proposition 3.1A(3), T,M fl s = 0. If 
dim s 2 k, then let s’ be a k-face of s. Then T,M is transverse to [s’] by Proposition 
3.1A(4), and hence T,M is transverse to [s]. Now T,M meets no face of s of 
dimension <k. Hence it meets s generically; that is, T,M is transverse to s. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1 A, (2)-(S) for C. In proving (Al’) for D, 
I shall no longer abbreviate p,,(C) to po, etc. Let pi now denote a vertex of D’ not in C’. 
Then pi = 3’ for some s’ E C’ with dim s’ L k + 1. Let s E C correspond to s’. Then pj 
will be moved to pi such that: 
Ipi - pi] < po$ and pi E int S. (Al') 
Since poS < $r, the pi determine a triangulation D of Rn+’ isomorphic to D’. For any 
t E D, (A2) holds. Also the analogues of (A3) and (A4) will hold: 
dist(M, t’) > a,(D)& for any t’ E Q with r 5 k - 1; (A37 
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and if s = (p,, . . . , pi,) E D with 1 5 q 5 k, and if there exists x E M such that 
s C &a(x), then 
ind (KM, Is]) L P(D)~/~~ for every such x. (A4’) 
The construction of pi is made by first moving p: to s^ and then finding pi such that: 
pj E U,,(i) n s. (Al”) 
The next lemma shows that any such choice of pi satisfies (Al’). 
LEMMA A.6. Let pi = 3 nnd let s E C correspond to s’ E C’. Then U,&) f~ s C 
U,,(p:) n s C int s. 
Proof. Say dim s = q 2 k + 1. Let z E 8s minimize dist(p:, as). Say z = CApj in 
barycentric coordinates, and set z’ = Chip;. Since the pj are vertices of C’, Ipj - pj I 
po(C)S by (Al). Hence /Z-Z’/ ~~Ajlpj-p;I spo(C)G. On the other hand Ipi-z’J 1 
dist(p :, as’), and since pi = f’, [Lemma 14b] gives dist(p{, as) 2 
q!@(s’)b(s’)/(q + 1) 2 2&sl(m + 1). Hence dist (pi, as) =2@0vS/(m + 1) - p(C)6 > 
pOS by choice of PO(C). So Ud(p1) n as = 0, and the second inclusion relation follows. 
The first part of the argument just given shows that Ipi- 31 I p,,(C)& Since 
ho< po- pa(C) by choice of PO(C), it follows that U,,(s^) C Um,(pi), and the first 
inclusion relation follows. 
Case I. dist(s^, M) 2 38. Then take pi = s^. The proof that (A37 and (A4’) hold in this 
case is the same as before. 
Case II. There exists x* E M such that dist(x*, s1) < 36. Then s C Uss(x*), so (A4) 
applies to s. Let To, Tj, Sr, etc. be defined analogously to their previous definitions. 
The construction of pi and the proofs of (A3’) and (A47 can be made as for C once the 
next lemma is established. 
LEMMA A.1. Let R be a q or Si.. Then there is a hyperplane V 3 R such that 
uP,co,,(V) f-7 Is] 1 u,,,(V n rs]). 
Proof. I first prove the lemma for R = To = T,*M. By (A4), To is transverse to the 
affine k-plane of any k-face s”< s, and hence To is transverse to [s]. So the orthogonal 
complement S* to To n [s] in [s] is non-zero. Set p = ind(T,, S*). I claim: 
ind( To, S*) 2 ind( To, [s”]) 2 P(C)~/~‘. (A& 
Orthogonal projection v~*:[s]+ S* is an isomorphism on [s’] and takes TO n [s] to 
0. For any vector o E [s”], v - q,v = rJ.v - ?rq7rs*u. Choose v so that rrs.v is a unit 
vector minimizing J7rs*v - rT07rs*~(. Then ind(To, S*) = (v - rrO,vJ 2 ind(To, [s”l) Iv/ L 
ind(To, [s”]) since JvI 1 (~r,.v( 2 1. Applying (A4) gives ind(To, [s”]) -> p(C)‘/2’, which 
proves (AS). Let v E S* be a unit vector minimizing (v - q,vl. Let V. be the 
orthogonal hyperplane to v in Wn+k. Then To C Vo, and for any r, U,( Vo) fl [s] C 
U,+,(VO n [SD. Setting r = p@)p~S, r/p 5 2kpl(D)p~S/p(C)k, which is ZG~,~~OS by choice 
of p,(D). This proves the lemma for To. 
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For general R = IT; or S,., R > To and so is still transverse to [s]. Let Sx be the 
orthogonal complement of R fl [s] in [s]; then SE C S*, and Sf f 0 because dim R < 
n + k. Set j,&R = dep(R, Si). I claim: 
dep(R, Sf) 2 ind( To, S*). (A9) 
Once this is proved, the proof of the lemma for R is like that for To. 
Let R* be the orthogonal complement of R in T&S*. Then (T&R*) n S* f 0. 
Let v = aTo + VRo be a Unit vector in this intersection. Then vR* # 0 (because T,, n S* = 
0), and VT0 is orthogonal to OR*. Hence r,@ = rr& Now S* = (R n S*)@S$. Since 
v E S* and VR* f 0, v has a non-zero component w E S$. Since v - w E R, w - trRw = 
v - ,+v. Hence ind( T,,, S*) zz Iv - ?Tr$( = IV - ,+v( = IW - ?&WI 5 dep(R, s;l;)(Wl ~2 
dep(R, St). This proves (A9), and with it, Lemma A7. 
The proofs of (A3’), (A4’) and Proposition 3.1A, (2)-(5) for D are now very much 
like the proofs of (A3), (A4) and Proposition 3.1A, (2~(5) for C. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1A(l): (CD is a subdivision of C). This follows from (Al’). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1A, (l)-(5). 
LEMMA A.lO. Let x* E M and let s E C or D with dim s 2 k and s C U,,(x*). Let 
To = T,.M, let S* be the orthogonal complement of T,, rl [s] in [s], and let r:RnfL + T,, 
be the linear projection with kernel S*. Then the restriction of a to &:M fl UJs(x*)-+ 
T,, is a regular embedding. 
Proof. First observe that by (A4) or (A4’), T,, is transverse to [s], so T,,@S* = a~~+~. 
Let v be a non-zero tangent or secant vector of M rl U,,(x*). Now 36 < 5 4 ,$,, so by 
[Lemma 8(b) or 8(c) respectively], (v - ~T,v/ 5 A/V]. By (A8), ind(T,, S*) 2 p(~)V2~ or 
p(D)‘/2’ (act or mg as s EC or Q). Since A <both p(@/2’ and P(D)‘/~~, v can never d’ 
be in S*. The lemma follows. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1A(6). (If M n s # 0, then M is transverse to s and M n s 
is a smooth cell of codimension k in s.) I shall give the proof for s E C; the proof for 
s ED is the same except for changes in notation. By Proposition 3.1A(5), at each 
x E M fl s, M is transverse to s and to all its faces. Hence M(s) = M n s is a 
manifold with boundary of codimension k in s. Pick x* E int M(s), let To = T,.M and 
let T,,(s) = T,, n [s]. Assume by induction that M(s’) is a smooth cell for every proper 
face s’ of s. Then aM(s) has a cell-complex structure K(s). Now K(s) is com- 
binatorially equivalent to the boundary of the polytope TO fl s, by Proposition 3.1A(3). 
Hence JM(s) = [K(S)/ is a piecewise smooth sphere. 
Observe that s c Uw(x*) by (A2), so Lemma A.10 applies. Let w and rr’ be as in 
that lemma. Then r-‘(TO(s)) = [s], so q’(M(s))C To(s), and 7r’: M(s)+ T,,(s) is a 
regular embedding. Thus v’(M(s)) is a manifold in To(s) with boundary m’(aM(s)). 
Now r’(aM(s)) is a piecewise smooth sphere of codimension 1 in To(s), so it bounds a 
cell, which is r’(M(s)). Hence M(s) is a smooth cell. This proves Proposition 3. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1A(7). (K and L are cell-complexes and h is a subdivision of 
K.) This follows immediately from the previous assertion and Proposition 3.1A(l). The 
proof of Proposition 3.1A is now complete. 
